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About This Content

Here you'll find the sweet funky tunes from Vibe Avenue that breathe life into the world of Ultimate Chicken Horse. This
compilation of soundtracks contains over 70 minutes of music and 23 tracks, including music from each level and some of the

menus.

Track Listing:

Original Soundtrack

 1. Main Titles

 2. Waterfall

 3. Windmill

 4. Pyramid

 5. Old House

 6. Tree (Bonus)

 7. Dance Party
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 8. Metal Plant

 9. Farm

 10. Rooftop

 11. Iceberg

 12. Party Mode

 13. Free Play

 14. Pier

Chimply Amazing Soundtrack

 1. Elephantastic Update

 2. Mainframe

 3. Challenge Mode

 4. Nuclear Plant

 5. Building a Crumbling Bridge

 6. Crumbling Bridge

 7. Jungle Temple

 8. Volcano

 9. Chimply Amazing Update

Music composed and arranged by Mathieu Lavoie and FX Dupas of Vibe Avenue.

Trumpet: Jérôme Dupuis-Cloutier
Saxophone & Flute: Yves Turgeon

Guitars: Simon L'Espérance & Mathieu Lavoie
Harmonica & Keyboards: FX Dupas

Scratch Table: Benjamin Bongert
Suling, Bamboo Whistle, Love Flute, Whistling & Banjo: Mathieu Lavoie

Recording, Mixing & Mastering: Simon l'Espérance
Music score prepared by FX Dupas and Léandre Monette.
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ultimate chicken horse - soundtrack edition. ultimate chicken horse soundtrack

I reccomend the game in terms of game play, but a very low playerrate. i reccomend not to buy it although its a fun game. This
is by far the word game i have ever attempted to play. Several crashes, framerate went to 2, couldn't even get it into full screen.

This is on a 1080 Ti, not a bad gpu, my cpu is i7 and yeah i only have 8 gb of ram, but that's pleanty for a weebshit game from
the psp. The idiots who made this port should clap their shoes together three times and go back to Japan. Absolute♥♥♥♥♥♥♥
take this broken♥♥♥♥♥garbage off steam. Give me my refund. if you hate good games this is the game for you. This is a
surprisingly engaging poker sim! It mixes heads-up, cash, small (8 player), and large (80 player) tournament play well enough to
help you procrastinate and (astonishingly) develop some useful poker skills.

The AI is decent - not impressively smart, but overtly stupid, either. On the whole, I didn't really notice trends or styles
particularly to AI opponents, but their play was varied enough to keep you on your toes and make the challenge feel relatively
real. They bluff, slow-play, etc. Real tournament players would probably be a touch more conservative, but the AI was skilled
enough to make winning the bigger tournaments genuinely difficult.

I struggled a bit at first, but gradually became smarter about playing conservatively early in tournaments, then opening up the
throttle once I'd secured a spot in the money. I also became much better at learning how and when to effectively bully opponents
with shorter stacks. Let's be honest, a video game won't make you a pro, but this game does force you turn off any casual poker
instincts you might have and learn to play competitively.

Whether you want to put in the hours to fully beat the game or just take part in an occasional AI tourney, this game is worth
picking up, particularly if you're patient enough to wait for it go on sale. I played here and there initially, then more obsessively
as the tournaments got bigger. Definitely worth whatever beans I traded for the bundle it was in.. My only wish is that Mystic
comes out with a sequel...and soon. I loved this game even though there was a lot of negative reviews...which only goes to prove
that everyone has different tastes in games. I played this game several times and loved it each time for something new that I
would discover.. This is a pure Asset flip of https:\/\/www.assetstore.unity3d.com\/en\/#!\/content\/87301 which comes with full
source code. They didn't even bother changing the name.
Zonitron uploaded the exact same game under 3 different names before they got banned by Valve.

All you do here is click in the general direction of enemies. Half of your playtime will come from watching the level switch
animations.. This game is fun to feel special.
I did not almost feel motion sickness.
I fear heights with tightrope walking.

I'm satisfied for the most part.. good for delinquent country boys. 10\/10 Would bread again.. The zombie-killing minigame
doesn't really improve matters if all you were hoping for was a decent jigsaw puzzle game. Besides, to be honest, I found the
artstyle of the puzzle images downright ugly.
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good addictive game.. humor and fun !
slow but still good difficulty progression with quite a lot of levels and challenges to do :)
nice to play in little sessions.
test it !. Why by DLC for a game that is dead and abandoned...?. It has cute girls and a catgirl. Definite yes.. Well worth the
download. No replayability and limited use a demo for VR, but still a good use of time..
It's\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665and I'm disappointed.

The concept is cool but the bad voice acting, bad story, and game mechanics ruined it (seriously if they didn't use voice acting at
all would be better somehow). The controls are awkward like when you play as a dog you can't bark and move quickly to dodge
the enemy.

I could ignore the bad voice acting and the bad story, but man... the enemies.
The enemies are unpredictable in unfair annoying way, like you can't tell whos that enemy that stand still or the one that stand
still also but will attack you without a warning when you get close to him and not avoidable. Or enemy that patrols and ignores
you if you walk by him or the enemy that patrols and suddenly chases you once you're close to him which it is not aviodable
after. And sometimes when you use the dogs to check them out they wouldn't chase it, but when you move
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing Ian they suddenly attack him then.

Oh yeah, not to mention the enemies that works as a wall but you can't tell because they look like the others who would attack
you. Because they all use random models and not giving them any unique appearance.

They expected you to die alot that they even bothered to make death counter for it.

. a 3d fps factorio. less refined enemies atm. but I love the galaxy/planets and the ship building idea. I would love to see that
implemented in factorio, along with planets that have different resources just like this game. With some time, this can be a truly
amazing game rivaling or exceeding factorio. if I remember correctly this even came out in EA long before factorio did.
Definetly someones passion project.. Pixel design of game but it will definitely comforts your logic.. I liked the idea and the
texture-less design but after starting the game I start flying off the map for some unknown reason :|
http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=1326160126
Oh, and the bad guys seem to be immune to bullets for some reason...
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